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The recent successes of the Everett or many-worlds interpretation have made salient

the possibility that the bare formalism of quantum theory is all that’s needed to describe

physical reality. Even if the Everett interpretation succeeds, this possibility brings with it

an entirely new kind of problem: it’s not at all easy to see how the bare quantum formalism

can describe anything we would recognize as physical reality. Depending on which formalism

we use, our most fundamental quantum field theories (QFTs) may use a single ray in an

infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, a density operator on that space or a functional from

“observables” in an operator algebra to their expectation values to denote the state of the

universe. It’s generally quite easy to mentally picture how geometric objects like curves or

vector fields in spacetime can represent physical reality. But the algebraic objects used in

quantum theory are much less familiar.

Wallace and Timpson (2010) have recently proposed a way of understanding the quantum

state as describing a sort of field on spacetime. They call their view spacetime state realism.

The basic state realist picture is attractive, as is the goal of understanding canonical quantum

theory from a scientific realist perspective, without modifying the formalism. But as it

stands, state realism suffers from an unacceptable sort of incompleteness. Its fundamental

ontology is not rich enough to differentiate between states of different, physically inequivalent

quantum field theories. The root of the problem is the state realist’s posit that the state

of a region of spacetime alone–and not anything about the observables localized in that

region–describes the fundamental physical properties of the region.

The state realist ontology could aptly be described as an “operator-valued field,” although
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it is not the operator-valued field often discussed in connection with QFT. Rather, the

fundamental properties according to state realism are given by an assignment of density

operators to regions in spacetime. The global state ρ of the universe is, of course, a density

operator on the Hilbert space H of the full theory. The restriction ρ(R) of this state to any

open region R is also a density matrix on the Hilbert space H(R) of local states for R.

This assignment of operators to regions is then understood to be analogous to a field

theory like electromagnetism. In classical electromagnetic theory, understood naively, a field

tensor F (x) is assigned to each point in spacetime. The different possible values for this

tensor represent the different possible values for the fundamental quantity posited by the

theory. QFT is similar, according to the state realist. Instead of a fundamental field quantity

for every point, there is one for every region R. The different possible density operators on

H(R) stand for the possible values of this quantity. These ontologies are different, of course,

in that ρ(R) is not a tensor quantity and does not transform like one under the action of

the Poincare group. Also, it takes on values in extended regions instead of points, although

a realistic ontology for electromagnetism may have to share this feature in light of examples

like the Aharonov-Bohm effect.

It may seem that this is all that needs to be said. In particular, it may seem that

some other aspects of the ordinary quantum formalism can be left out of the story about the

theory’s fundamental ontology. For example, the specification of which self-adjoint operators

on H(R) correspond to which “observable” quantities localized within R. These may be

heuristically useful aspects of the theory’s formalism, but for the state realist they (and

their expectation values) are not among the fundamental quantities. Instead every region is

home to a single fundamental quantity: the state itself.

My argument will target this thesis, that the only fundamental quantities in QFT are

the density operators assigned to regions. The argument will proceed from the fact that any

two Hilbert spaces of equal dimension are isomorphic. Since the Hilbert space H(R) for a

region in an ordinary QFT is always countably infinite-dimensional, as is the Hilbert space

H of global states, this means that all the Hilbert spaces we use in QFT are are isomorphic

(qua Hilbert space).

Now, consider two physically inequivalent QFTs. One paradigm example of such a pair

would be a free theory like the Klein-Gordon (KG) field, on the one hand, and an interacting

theory like the standard model or φ4 theory, on the other. According to the state realist, the
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possible worlds of the KG theory are given by the density operators ρ on the global Hilbert

space HKG. The values of the fundamental quantities for each region R in such a world are

then given by the restriction of ρ to R, the local density operator ρ(R) on the Hilbert space

HKG(R). So although the structure of the ρ(R)’s is important to the state realist’s picture

of reality as quantities evolving in spacetime, the global state ρ really determines all the

physical facts according to state realism.

The same goes mutatis mutandis for the φ4 interacting theory and its Hilbert space of

global states, Hφ4 . Every physical possibility for this theory is fully described by a density

operator ρ on Hφ4 . With this in mind, we may now ask what the fundamental physical

difference is between the two theories, according to the state realist.

But keeping in mind the isomorphism that exists between any two QFT Hilbert spaces,

it is clear that there is no such difference. HKG and Hφ4 are isomorphic. Since the density

operators for a Hilbert space are just the set of probability measures over that space’s one-

dimensional subspaces, this means HKG and Hφ4 have the same density operators (which is

to say, the isomorphism between the two Hilbert spaces extends to an isomorphism of their

density operators). Since the global state ρ fully determines all the local states ρ(R), if i is

an isomorphism between HKG and Hφ4 , the restriction of the state i(ρ) to the region R is

i(ρ)(R). That is to say, the isomorphism preserves all the local density operators assigned

to regions.

For the state realist, there is really nothing more to say. The possible states (density op-

erators) of the universe according to φ4 theory are isomorphic to the possible states according

to KG theory. Since the ontology consists entirely of density operators, this isomorphism

preserves all the physically fundamental structure of the two theories, so they must be phys-

ically equivalent. But the φ4 theory is patently not physically equivalent to KG theory–the

former is an interacting theory, while the latter is a free theory. So there must be something

wrong with the state realist approach.

What is the nature of the state realist’s mistake? One way to answer this is to ask what

grounds we have, in ordinary applications of QFT, to count the two theories as inequivalent.

In what sense are their state spaces HKG and Hφ4 “different Hilbert spaces,” if the two

spaces are isomorphic?

The answer is that the isomorphism betweenHKG andHφ4 does not preserve the structure

of the algebras of observables on the two Hilbert spaces. For both theories, the distinguished
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or canonical observables are the elements of the Weyl CCR algebra, A. This algebra is

generated by (bounded versions of) the scalar boson field operators. For the KG theory,

this algebra is realized in the form of a representation πKG : A→ B(HKG), where B(HKG)

is the algebra of bounded operators on HKG. Similarly, the φ4 theory has a distinguished

representation πφ4 : A → B(Hφ4). Ordinarily, operators in the algebra of observables A

are treated as representing distinguished physical quantities in these two theories. So if the

isomorphism betweenHKG andHφ4 takes the form of a unitary operator U which intertwines

the representations πKG and πφ4 , i.e.

UπKG(A)U∗ = πφ4(A),∀A ∈ A, (1)

this indicates that the two theories are physically equivalent. In fact, there is no such unitary

operator. Elsewhere I have argued that (1) is too strong to be a necessary condition, and

should be relaxed so that the existence of a symmetry α such that

UπKG(α(A))U∗ = πφ4(A),∀A ∈ A (2)

for some unitary U should also be sufficient for physical equivalence (Baker, 2011). But

again, this condition is not met by πKG and πφ4 . So a fairly ordinary picture of quantum

theory provides sufficient resources for explaining why the two theories describe different

physics.

These criteria of physical equivalence cannot be formulated in terms of the state realist’s

fundamental ontology, however. They require us to treat (some of) the theories’ observables

as denoting fundamental quantities. But the only fundamental quantities for the state realist

are the local density operators, and the theories’ representations of A are not definable solely

in terms of those density operators.

This fact is obscured by some presentations of state realism. For example, Wallace and

Timpson explain their ontology for QFT in the following way:

Things become simpler still when we move to full quantum field theory. In the

algebraic formulation of QFT, we associate to each spacetime region R a C*-

algebra A(R) of operators, representing the dynamical variables associated to

region R. A state ρ of such a region is a positive linear functional on A(R)
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(often described in rather instrumentalist terms as giving the expectation value

of each element of A(R)) and by the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal construction we

can associate ρ with a state in a Hilbert space H(R), and represent A(R) as an

algebra of operators on H(R) ... H(R) can then be taken as the Hilbert space of

the field in region R. If preferred, one can even remain at the more abstract level,

forego the representation theorems and just take the C∗-algebraic state itself as

denoting the properties of a region. (Wallace and Timpson, 2010, 711-712)

Along similar lines, Frank Arntzenius writes in his discussion of state realism that

the states are density operators, or, algebraically, positive linear functionals on

the algebras of operators which represents the observables of the regions. A

density operator associated with a spacetime region, or a positive linear functional

on the algebra of observables associated with a region, determines the expectation

values of all observables associated with that region, so we can think of the state

of a region as amounting to the set of all expectation values of all observables

associated with a region. (Arntzenius, 2012, 114)

These presentations of the view (especially Arntzenius’s) suggest that the expectation values

of observables are among the fundamental quantities, according to the state realist. But

this is quite a puzzling suggestion. Could reality consist, fundamentally, of expectation

values? If so, that would seem to suggest that reality is fundamentally probabilistic, and the

fundamental quantities in quantum theory describe something like propensities for certain

outcomes to occur.

But this thesis is rather hard to believe, in the context of Everettian quantum theory.

First, what are the these propensities described by the expectation values propensities for?

Presumably they should be the likelihood that the fundamental quantities will take on some

values or other. But the fundamental quantities for the state realist are states–density

operators–which are not the sort of things that are assigned probabilities by the expectation

values of observables. Second, the notion that reality consists fundamentally of probabilities

or expectation values is at odds with the Everettian notion that fundamental reality, like the

unitary quantum formalism which is supposed to exhaustively describe it, is deterministic.

I don’t think this line of thought is going to succeed, unless state realism is modified so as

to make clear how expectation values could denote facts about the fundamental quantities.
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According to state realism, the fundamental quantities are all and only the local density

operators. This view is patently unsatisfactory, since it implies that any two quantum field

theories on the same spacetime are physically equivalent. This is guaranteed by the existence

of an isomorphism between the two theories’ Hilbert spaces (and the local Hilbert spaces

they assign to regions) which preserves all density operators.

This should not be understood as a death sentence for the basic idea behind the view–that

the quantum state of a spacetime region exhaustively represents the fundamental facts about

that region. Rather, it suggests the need for a modification of the view. The state needs to be

understood, not simply as a density operator on Hilbert space, but as a density operator on a

Hilbert space with distinguished structure that we normally specify via a representation of the

algebra of observables. But the state cannot be understood as simply a catalog of expectation

values for the observables in this algebra. That is incompatible with Everett’s picture of

reality as fundamentally deterministic, and time evolution as fundamentally unitary. What is

needed is an ontology for the state which can explain the physical significance of expectation

values without describing reality fundamentally in terms of expectation values. This is the

challenge spacetime state realists must face.
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